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UMM ASSC COMMITTEE
Minutes
March 1, 2018, 4:00PM, McGinnis Room
Present: Wes Flinn (Chair), Heather Waye, Nick Skulan, LeAnn Dean, Michael Cihak, Andrew
Bjur, Brenda Boever, Mitchell Scanlan, Sam Rosemark, Chris Atkinson, Matt Senger, Lisa
Harris
Minutes from the previous two meetings were approved.
OAS - there have been two failed searches for the Academic Assistance Coordinator position,
and no approval for a third search
- the candidate pools have been good, but the salary we offer is not attractive
IMT - the department is dissolved after tomorrow, not much known how everything will be moved
around
- lost an engineer due to layoff, this will affect classroom support
- classroom teaching moved to Academic Affairs
- ITV, web conferencing will have support from Pam Gades, but there will be no tech support
- facilities moved to Marketing, Student Affairs
- room-based changes are not clear
- there will be no physical relocation before the end of the semester
- as of March 5 the reporting lines change
IT – has completed assessments of wifi heat mapping to adjust coverage, particularly in Imholte
- ULearn will be retired at the end of this fiscal year
- the new system will include Canvas and HR compliance tracking
- the sexual conduct training will be the first usage of the new system
Facilities Management – working on getting the card readers up and running, expecting
replacement parts
- moving forward with elevator repair
Library – Asking the Big Questions was well-attended, the next one will be part of the
Philosophy Colloquium
- the music score room can now be used as a group study room
Tech fee update after Saturday – there have been some questions about the forms, these will have
to be addressed
Call for old business – none to discuss

Chair – need to protest what has happened over the last two weeks, the way in which things were
carried out is counter to the spirit of shared governance on this campus. It affects many in this
room to a high degree, so this committee is positioned to comment on it.
- suggested forming a subcommittee to write a response and pose questions
- for example, why were offices notified only after these decisions were made? Why was the
committee structure on campus not part of the process?
- three of the four restructures were academic services, so it would have been relevant
information for this committee to have been made aware of and consulted on
- there is a troubling lack of transparency – for example, the slides from the community meeting
are still not available
A Google doc will be set up and shared, add comments and questions before the next meeting in
four weeks.
Meeting adjourned around 4:30 pm
- minutes submitted by Heather Waye

